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Locality Preserving ProjectionLocality Preserving Projection

PCA: Find a subspace which well describes 
the data.
However, PCA can miss some interesting 
structures such as clusters.
Another idea: Find a subspace which well 
preserves “local structures” in the data.
This could be achieved by embedding the 
data so that two close points are kept close.
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Similarity MatrixSimilarity Matrix

Define       so that the “similar”
and      are, the larger           is. 
Assumptions on       :

Symmetric: 
Positive entries:
Invertible:

is often called the similarity 
matrix or affinity matrix
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Examples of Similarity MatrixExamples of Similarity Matrix

Distance-based: 

Nearest-neighbor-based:
if      is a    -nearest neighbor of      

or      is a    -nearest neighbor of     . 
Otherwise                 .
Combination of two is also possible.
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LPP CriterionLPP Criterion

Embedding two close points as close:

Exercise:
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ConstraintConstraint

Since                       is positive semi-definite,

A trivial solution exists:
To avoid this, we impose some constraint:
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LPP EmbeddingLPP Embedding

Previous homework gives a solution:

:Generalized eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of

LPP Embedding of a sample      :
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ExamplesExamples

LPP can describe the data well, and 
also it preserves cluster structure.
LPP is intuitive, easy to implement, 
analytic solution available, and fast.
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Examples (cont.)Examples (cont.)

Embedding hand-
written numerals 
from 3 to 8.
Each image consists 
of 16x16 pixels.
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Examples (cont.)Examples (cont.)

LPP can find slightly clear clusters than PCA.
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Rescaling of the data affects the results 
of LPP (as well as PCA).
“cm vs. kg” and   “m vs. kg” can differ.

DrawbackDrawback
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HomeworkHomework

1. Data visualization: Embed your data 
sets into 2- or 3-dimensional 
subspace by PCA or LPP.

2. Data mining: Find something 
“interesting” from the visualized data.

Have a nice Golden Week!


